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Ecological niches reflect not only adaptation to local circumstances but also the tendency of related lineages to share environmental tolerances. As a result, information on phylogenetic relationships has underappreciated potential to inform ecological niche modeling. Here we review three strategies for incorporating evolutionary information into niche models: splitting lineages into subunits, lumping across lineages, and partial pooling of lineages into a common statistical framework that implicitly or explicitly accounts for evolutionary relationships. We challenge the default practice of modeling at the species level, which ignores the process of niche evolution and erroneously assumes that the species is always the appropriate level for niche estimation. Progress in the field requires reexamination of how we assess models of niches versus models of distributions.

What Is the Appropriate Phylogenetic Level for Niche Estimation?

The niche (see Glossary) is integral to understanding distributions and patterns of biological diversity, the identification of critical habitat to mitigate the effects of global change, and the reconstruction evolutionary trajectories of clades. Although there are many ways to estimate niches, a common starting point is the correlative ecological niche model (ENM), which identifies environmental conditions suitable to a species by finding associations between locations where a species is known to be present and the environment at those sites [1]. Although most niche models are constructed at the species level, an increasing appreciation for the role of evolutionary processes, especially niche conservatism and local adaptation, has led to modeling of niches above and below the level of species [2–10]. These studies raise critical questions. For example, what are the risks of modeling a species as a single undifferentiated entity, ignoring ecotypes and local adaptation? How can we estimate fundamental ecological tolerances if species occupy a subset of inhabitable conditions? How can we exploit knowledge of hierarchical phylogenetic relationships when estimating niches above and below the level of the species?

The justification for considering evolutionary relationships when estimating the fundamental niche is straightforward. Rates of niche evolution vary enormously above and below the species level [11,12]. When niches show high levels of conservatism, close relatives are likely to respond similarly to environmental gradients [13]. By contrast, spatial heterogeneity in environments coupled with reduced gene flow can encourage local adaptation, leading to divergence in niches among closely related lineages. In view of these phenomena, there is little reason to assume a priori that species represent the most appropriate phylogenetic level for modeling. Nevertheless, the majority of niche estimation exercises are conducted at the species level, which assumes that data on species’ current distributions adequately reflect

Highlights

Modeling niches at the species level disregards information about evolutionary processes above and below the level of species.

Species-level models ignore the potential for locally adaptive responses and assume that current distributions reflect the entire set of suitable conditions.

In many cases splitting taxa into subunits and modeling each separately or lumping related taxa can improve niche estimates.

Partial pooling of lineages into a single multiresponse framework has underutilized potential for niche estimation, especially when accounting for phylogenetic relationships.

The advancement of evolutionarily informed niche models will be accelerated by emphasizing their ability to generate biologically plausible niche envelopes over their ability to recreate geographic distributions, which can be shaped by factors unrelated to the fundamental niche.
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environmental tolerances and that each species responds to the environment as an undifferentiated entity [14,15]. These critical assumptions are rarely questioned in practice [13,16,17]. Nevertheless, their implications are substantial given the breadth of decisions that these models are used to support, such as the allocation of effort toward in situ versus assisted migration [4,18], the identification of corridors to facilitate climate-induced range shifts [19,20], and the focusing of attention on areas vulnerable to invasion by non-native species [21,22].

Here we classify the modeling strategies that have been used to address these concerns into three categories based on dominant evolutionary processes. First, in cases where niche evolution is rapid or local adaptation is suspected, ‘splitting’ lineages into distinct units (e.g., subspecies within a species) and creating separate niche models for each unit may best capture environmental relationships [2,4,6,7,9,23]. Second, in situations where related lineages display high levels of niche conservatism, ‘lumping’ presence records within a single model can more accurately represent a lineage’s niche [13,24–27].Spanning the continuum between lumping and splitting is a third option: ‘partial pooling’ of lineages into a single model [28,29] that may or may not account for phylogenetic relationships (Box 1).

In the following section we review splitting and lumping, the two most commonly used methods for incorporating evolutionary processes into niche modeling. Although these methods show promise, each is based on strong assumptions of either local adaptation (splitting) or niche conservatism (lumping). In the subsequent section we address the more flexible approach of partial pooling, which has to date been largely overlooked as a tool for niche estimation. Finally, we call for insight into what constitutes a robust niche model (versus a model of geographic distribution) and how this will be key for advancement of the field.

**Accounting for Niche Evolution by Splitting or Lumping**

Splitting and lumping represent opposing strategies to challenge the assumption that the current distribution of a species is the best surrogate for its niche (Figure 1). Adaptation of populations to local circumstances appears to frequently occur [30–34]. In these cases a promising strategy is to divide species into locally adapted subpopulations and model each as a distinct entity. At the same time, niche conservatism also appears to be prevalent among
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**Box 1. ‘Splitting’, ‘Lumping’, and ‘Partial Pooling’**

In ecology the practice of combining samples goes by a diverse set of terms often used interchangeably, including ‘lumping’, ‘pooling’, ‘grouping’, ‘combining’, ‘integrating’, and ‘assimilating’, among others [13,42,88,110]. Depending on the context, any of these designations can mean either combining occurrences from different classes (e.g., species, genus) and treating them as if they belonged to a single class (as often done in paleoecology when identification of fossil records to the species level is difficult [43,44] or combining occurrences in a single multiresponse model that respects sample class [76]. Here we use ‘lumping’ to refer to modeling occurrences of different lineages as if they were a single lineage, ‘splitting’ to fitting a model to each lineage independently, and ‘partial pooling’ to modeling occurrences of related lineages in a single mixed-effects or multiresponse model [28].

Confusingly, multiresponse models themselves go by different names in ecology, including ‘community-level’, ‘multispecies’, and ‘joint-species’ models [76]. A somewhat more focused set of methods is encompassed by the term ‘vegetation modeling’, which usually refers to the combination of taxa with similar functional forms to estimate community-level properties [45]. Regardless of name, all of these types of models are typically applied to collections of taxa irrespective of their phylogenetic relatedness [111] except in the broadest sense (e.g., all plants). Moreover, these models typically focus on the spatial distribution, diversity, assembly mechanisms, and functional traits of potentially co-occurring species [76,78,82,83]. By contrast, the goal of niche modeling is to estimate fundamental environmental tolerances [1,112], often of lineages that are allopatric and which may even comprise extant and extinct lineages. Our focus is on modeling niches of lineages that are relatively closely related regardless of whether they co-occur in time and space.
diverse taxa [12, 35–38]. If niche overlap is high enough between related taxa, lumping them into a single, undifferentiated unit may provide a more robust depiction of environmental tolerances. Lumping can be especially useful for addressing underrepresentation of the niche arising from dispersal limitation [25], anthropogenic persecution [26, 39], disturbance [40], biotic interactions [24, 41], and limited sampling [13]. In some instances lumping is also necessitated by the intractability of differentiating taxa to the species level, such as when modeling fossil data [42–44] or plant functional types [45].

Although lumping and splitting have become prominent alternatives to species-level modeling only in recent years, each of these strategies has a history nearly as long as ecological niche modeling itself. Lumping of species into guilds, life forms, or vegetation types was especially common in the formative period of niche modeling and often motivated by the lack of detailed knowledge of individual species’ distributions [46–48]. Some early niche modeling efforts also attempted to account for intraspecific variation by modeling subtaxa delineated on the basis of differences in allozymes, karyotype, morphology, and ecology [33, 49–52].

Lumping and splitting tend to produce very different niche estimates (Box 2) [4]. Split models generally estimate narrower niches than their lumped counterparts [7, 53], but splitting does not necessarily result in smaller estimates of occupied geographic area [14] or in projections that suggest greater vulnerability to anticipated climate change [7–9, 23, 53–55]. When distributional data is adequate, split models usually have higher apparent predictive accuracy than lumped models [8–10, 15, 54], but if the data are incomplete lumped models can outperform split models when niche overlap with related taxa is moderately high [13]. Split and lumped models for the same taxon are often sensitive to different environmental factors [2, 4, 6–8, 54–56].

Both splitting and lumping require difficult decisions about the appropriate phylogenetic level (generally, population, species, genus, and so on) at which to lump or split. As a result, it is vital to scrutinize the evidence on which the decision to combine or divide occurrence data is based. A wide variety of data have been used to demarcate (or merge) subunits: neutral genetic markers [4, 7, 8, 10, 23, 53–56] and adaptive genetic variation [2, 6]; morphological, ecotypic, and phenological variation [7, 8, 14]; chemical diversity [7, 56]; geographic contact and introgression [27]; community associations with other species [53]; and geographic isolation [55]. While most studies base divisions (or groupings) on more than one type of evidence, very few [8] test alternative schemes for dividing or combining lineages.

We advise against justifying splitting or lumping solely on the basis of differences between models or on traditional null model tests of niche overlap. Although splitting and lumping can increase model reliability under specific circumstances, it is challenging to compare models on an equal basis because of factors that are difficult to control across lumped or split units (e.g., range size and geographic extent [57], sample size [58], differences in environments available to each subdivision [59], autocorrelation between training and test sites that varies in strength depending on whether occurrences are combined or divided [60]). Similarly, variation in predictor importance across split models is not a reliable indicator of the robustness of division since models trained on biologically meaningless subdivisions of a range are often sensitive to different predictors [61, 62]. Monte Carlo-based null model tests of niche overlap [53–65] offer a seemingly attractive method by which to evaluate the appropriateness of proposed subdivisions. These tests assess whether the degree of similarity between a pair of taxa is greater or less than what is expected by chance, but this is not the same as asking whether information from one subdivision informs niche estimates of another. For example, a pair of lineages could
(See figure legend on the bottom of the next page.)
Box 2. Lumping versus Splitting

Niche models are commonly applied at the species level but this practice can obscure relevant information about other phylogenetic levels. To illustrate, we highlight work on wood partridges (genus *Dendrortyx*) endemic to Central America. The genus is divided into three species, two of which are further divided into subspecies based on morphological variation and geographic separation, although wide variation within and across populations makes taxonomic designation uncertain.

To explore this situation, Mota-Vargas and Rojas-Soto [14] used ecological niche models to estimate niches at three taxonomic levels (genus, species, and subspecies; Figure 1). They found striking differences between lumped and split niches. In particular, temperature was the most important variable in the genus-level model, whereas temperature and precipitation had equal influence in the species- and subspecies-level models. Niches at one level were as broad as, and sometimes broader than, combined niches estimated for the next-lower level. The greater breadth of the higher-level niche was generally — but not always — reflected in the geographic area estimated to be suitable. For example, the genus-level model predicted a suitable geographic area 39% larger than the sum of the species-level models, and the species-level model for *D. macroura* predicted an area 59% larger than the sum of its subspecies models. By contrast, the species-level model for *D. leucopterus* predicted a suitable area 29% smaller than the combination of its three subspecies models. Differences between split models were used to corroborate proposed locations of environmental barriers conducive to morphological (and thus taxonomic) differentiation.

![Figure 1. Lumped versus Split Niche Models.](Photo credit: Karla Partricia Pappa Noguez)

Figure 1. Lumped versus Split Niche Models. The wood partridge genus *Dendrortyx* comprises three species, two of which are further subdivided into several subspecies (left). Lumping species into a genus-level model results in broader niches than individual species-level models, which are indicated by the filled polygons in the middle panel. In turn, species-level models estimate broader niches than subspecies models, which are indicated by the filled polygons in the right panel (only results for *Dendrortyx macroura* are shown). The left and middle panels are adapted from Mota-Vargas and Rojas-Soto [14].

be more similar than expected given available habitats and yet still be sufficiently different in their environmental tolerances that their niches are best modeled by splitting.

In a related vein, an ongoing debate revolves around the prevalence of niche shifts in invaded portions of non-native species’ ranges. Although current evidence suggests that niche shifts are rare [37] (and thus lumping across native and invaded ranges is usually warranted [66]), tests for niche shifts are robust only within shared environmental space [63] and thus do not
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**Figure 1. Choosing an Appropriate Niche Modeling Strategy.** The “biotic-abiotic-movement” (BAM) diagram is commonly used to conceptualize niche modeling [top] [1, 13, 109]. The set of suitable abiotic conditions (A_i) for a species is represented in blue. The goal of most niche modeling studies is to delineate the environmental conditions that fall within this region. However, taxa often occur only within a subset of the abiotically suitable environmental conditions, as their distributions are also limited to the set of locations that have favorable abiotic environments (A_i) and biotic interactions (B_i) and are reachable by dispersal (M_i). As a result, although the taxon can tolerate all conditions with A_i, it will be possible to collect occurrence data only from the intersection of A_i, B_i, and M_i, represented by the white Reuleaux triangle. In the middle panel, niche evolution is sufficiently slow that a pair of closely related taxa effectively have the same fundamental niche (A_1 + A_2). These taxa can therefore tolerate the same set of environments but differ in their realized niches due to differences in biotic interactions (B_1 and B_2) and dispersal (M_1 and M_2). In this case a lumped or partially pooled model will produce a better niche estimate than is possible for either taxon alone, as the joint distribution of both taxa does a much better job of sampling the set of suitable environments. In the bottom panel, a pair of taxa have diverged ecologically to the point where they have entirely nonoverlapping abiotic niches (A_1 and A_2). In this case a split model is advised because a partially pooled or lumped niche estimate is likely to be misleading, even if the taxa were restricted to the same set of biotic interactions (B_1 + B_2) and able to reach the same locations through dispersal (M_1 + M_2).
indicate whether niche shifts occur in novel environments as species expand into their invaded ranges.

Since the utility of lumping or splitting strongly depends on the degree of niche conservatism among taxa (Figure 1), whenever possible the justification for dividing (or combining) subdivisions should be based on evidence for (or lack of) selectively based niche differentiation among purported subunits. Such evidence includes results from progeny tests and common garden experiments [6,34,67,68] or association mapping of alleles with observed phenotypic differences across populations [2]. Secondly, splits can be based on aspects of life history or functional traits expected to experience strong selection [8], although it is important to keep in mind that phenotypic plasticity can obscure lines along which divisions or mergers should be based [7]. Similarly, neutral genetic variation may or may not correspond to selectively delineated subunits [2,7]. Of course, the utility of lumping or splitting will always depend on the amount and quality of distribution and environmental data. If the available data are unlikely to provide an accurate representation of sub niches, it may be preferable to lump them in a single model [13] at the expense of misrepresenting subtaxon niche variation.

Regardless of the basis for lumping and splitting, the relative risks of making an incorrect determination should be assessed carefully, especially if model outcomes are used to guide conservation decisions. Following Häyllfors and colleagues [4], we recommend that decisions over whether to lump or split be based on the risks and benefits of assuming local adaptation or niche conservatism and that they follow, when possible, a least-regret approach. In some cases, this may involve applying management actions suggested by both lumping and splitting strategies [4]. Given the challenges, it may be tempting to absolve oneself of the decision by taking the traditional approach of modeling at the species level, but we emphasize that the hierarchical nature of evolutionary relationships means that this is nonetheless a decision to both lump (across subpopulations) and split (from other species) [14,15].

Accounting for Niche Evolution by Partial Pooling
An emerging alternative to lumping and splitting is partial pooling of multiple lineages simultaneously within a single joint model, which permits the modeling of each lineage’s individual response to the environment while simultaneously ‘borrowing’ information across lineages. The wide variety of partial pooling algorithms makes tracing their history in ecological niche modeling difficult, but generally speaking, pooled niche models that do not explicitly account for phylogenetic relationships have a historical grounding in ordination methods [69,70]. By contrast, models that do explicitly incorporate phylogenetic information are a more recent addition undergoing rapid development [71,72].

We classify partial pooling models into two types. The first comprises ‘phylogenetically naive’ partial pooling models which ignore phylogenetic relationships and thus are useful for cases when detailed phylogenetic information is lacking. A wide variety of algorithms can be used in this manner, from standard mixed effects [73] to hierarchical Bayesian models [28] to finite mixture and joint species distribution models (SDMs) [74–83]. In general, these types of models share in common an ability to differentiate the niches of abundant taxa while tending to pull rarer taxa toward a common response (Box 3). For example, finite mixture models, or so-called ‘archetypal’ models, group taxa by their relationship to the environment (e.g., linear, unimodal) while allowing each taxon to have different coefficients describing its particular response [75,84,85]. The ability of partial pooling models to accommodate taxa with few occurrences is particularly advantageous in addressing the challenges of modeling data-poor taxa [86,87]. Nevertheless, the tendency of these models to push rare taxa toward the group
Box 3. Comparing Splitting, Lumping, and Partial Pooling Models

To illustrate the general behavior of each modeling approach, we simulated the niches of six related taxa (Figure I) across an artificial environmental gradient (hereafter, ‘temperature’) from 0 to 20°C (see supplemental information online). The six taxa vary in their sensitivity to temperature according to their location in the phylogeny (green and yellow taxa being more warm adapted than bluer taxa). In this example, the splitting strategy [i.e., fitting six independent binomial generalized linear models (GLMs), one to each taxon] recovers different niches among taxa at the expense of misestimating relative suitability, especially at colder temperatures. The lumping strategy (fitting a single GLM to all taxa together) finds a common response while ignoring intertaxon differences. Partial pooling implemented with a binomial generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) that ignores phylogenetic relationships allows each taxon to respond differently while nonetheless drawing them toward a common response. Finally, a phylogenetically informed generalized linear mixed-effects model (PGLMM) implemented with phylogenetic ‘attraction’ causes closely related taxa to be more similar in their estimated response (compare with the phylogenetically naive GLMM).

Figure I. Simulated Example Illustrating Different Modeling Approaches. Split, lumped, phylogenetically naïve, and phylogenetically informed partial pooling models depict different environmental relationships for the same set of related taxa.
mean risks biasing the responses of these same taxa [88], so the model structure and appropriate amount of pooling must be considered carefully.

The second class of pooling methods comprises ‘phylogenetically informed’ partial pooling models, which explicitly account for evolutionary relationships. These models are also algorithmically diverse and thus account for evolutionary relationships in different ways. Some methods leverage information on phylogenetic distance either using variance–covariance matrices based on evolutionary distance [71,72,89] or by employing phylogenetic distance directly as a predictor [90,91]. Either of these approaches can account for either phylogenetic attraction (a less extreme form of lumping), in which related lineages tend to share environments, or phylogenetic repulsion (a less extreme form of splitting), in which closely related lineages inhabit dissimilar environments, possibly due to competition [71,92]. Other algorithms implicitly reflect the hierarchical nature of evolutionary relationships by using nested model structures [3,93] (e.g., by means of nested random effects [93] or more complicated approaches [3]). Mirroring evolutionary relationships within the model structure implicitly assumes attraction between lineages in the same subclade, since members of a subclade tend to have similar coefficients. As with phylogenetically naive models, the degree of attraction (or repulsion) in phylogenetically informed models is partly determined by the data available for each lineage and so is likely to affect rare lineages more than abundant ones (Box 3).

Phylogenetically informed niche models are an area of active development. Recent advances aim to not only increase statistical robustness [94,95] but also account for multiple levels of relatedness (e.g., above and below the species level) [5], while controlling for imperfect detection [96] and spatial and temporal autocorrelation [92]. Other areas requiring attention include: the need for sophisticated cross-validation schemes that account for phylogenetic correlation [3,60]; uncertainties about the minimum number of taxa necessary for a robust model [28]; whether rare species do indeed respond to the environment similarly to more common species [88]; and reliance on simple models of evolution (Box 4).

Box 4. Models of Evolution
Phylogenetically informed partial pooling models typically assume that lineages that are more closely related tend to have more similar or dissimilar niches. This requires an explicit model of how the niche changes over time, but there are open questions about the best way to represent niche evolution. Existing approaches assume a random (Brownian motion) model of evolution where the environments occupied by a lineage diverge gradually over time with no directional trend (Figure I, top). However, there may be situations where niche specialization is disfavored, say, if there are constraints in the degree to which a lineage can adapt to extreme temperatures. This leads to a constrained random walk (an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck model, Figure I, middle), which is commonly used in macroevolution but less frequently in phylogenetically informed ecological niche modeling [71]. Macroevolutionary studies have developed approaches to account for rapid evolution during speciation, the simplest of which is to model divergence based on the number of speciation events separating lineages (versus divergence time between lineages), leading to a ‘speciation’ model of evolution (Figure I, bottom; [3,113]). Allopatric speciation can alter lineages’ distributions even when they do not alter niches [59], an important effect that may be missed by current models of evolution.
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Figure I. A Diversity of Evolutionary Models. Phylogenetic partially pooled models typically assume that changes in lineages’ niches can be modeled as a random walk (Brownian motion; top). More sophisticated models allow niches in a clade to tend to some common value (Ornstein–Uhlenbeck; middle). Finally, ‘speciational’ models of evolution (bottom) are able to account for differences between the distributions of parent and daughter lineages, which can emerge from allopatric, parapatric or peripatric speciation. In each panel, niche evolution is assumed to begin with a common ancestor at the bottom and proceed through time toward the top.
least partially obviating the concern that niches of rare lineages could become incorrectly drawn toward the overall central tendency. Finally, the sharing of information across lineages can help guard against overfitting and thereby mistaking circumstantial differences in environments inhabited by lineages for adaptively driven niche differentiation [59].

**Concluding Remarks: Toward Better Niche Estimates**

Niche models are growing increasingly sophisticated in their ability to account for multiple facets of data. Nevertheless, very few modeling exercises account for phylogenetic relationships despite the foundational importance of evolution in shaping species’ responses to the environment. Indeed, the practice of modeling at the individual species’ level is so ubiquitous that the underlying assumptions around phylogenetic scale and relatedness are typically not discussed at all [15]. We see this as a missed opportunity. The inclusion of evolutionary information in the niche modeling process has the potential to produce better fundamental niche estimates and thereby greatly improve our understanding of niche evolution and provide a more robust basis for conservation decision-making.

While we advocate for greater use of partial pooling to incorporate evolutionary information into niche modeling, we also recognize that in some situations this approach may be neither desirable nor practical. For instance, phylogenetically informed models are difficult to construct, evaluate, and communicate and may not bring significant advantages over simpler approaches (i.e., nonphylogenetic models) for some datasets (e.g., cases with poorly resolved phylogenies or few species). Likewise, independent (split) species-level models may perform as well as partial pooling if taxa are well sampled. Finally, although partial pooling has the potential to ameliorate uncertainty in decisions over whether to lump or split units of analysis, practitioners must still make the decision on how to combine or divide occurrences used for modeling [43,44,97,98].

In a conservation context, the utility of splitting, lumping, and partial pooling will also be determined by the decision-making framework in which they are applied. For example, the splitting and partial pooling methods may be particularly apt for identifying the critical habitat of subspecific taxa under the United States Endangered Species Act, which allows the listing of individual vertebrate populations. However, most existing conservation plans have been developed around the species concept, so updating plans using methods that subdivide species may incur unacceptable costs if subspecific models and species-level models give different outcomes [99]. We urge caution when applying splitting or partial pooling models to species that have become genetically differentiated due to anthropogenic fragmentation since they may overstate differences that are likely to be important to dissolve through management action [100]. However, these models could also be used to guide efforts to merge anthropogenically differentiated populations by identifying populations that are most similar in their response to the environment and thereby reduce risks from managed genetic introgression.

In this review we have discussed methodological issues surrounding the inclusion of evolution in the modeling process, but the focus on geographic distributions creates cultural inertia in the field that must also be addressed, particularly with respect to model evaluation. The use of lumping, splitting, or partial pooling may in many cases result in niche estimates that are more biologically accurate, but which poorly estimate the current geographic distribution of the lineages included in the model. The current emphasis on model selection based solely on geographic predictions of niche models will therefore tend to reject biologically realistic models of niches in favor of overparameterized models that include spurious correlations with other processes (e.g., dispersal limitation, biotic interactions [101–103]). The move toward
evolutionarily informed models therefore requires a shift in how we think about and evaluate niche models: they must be assessed based on their biological plausibility rather than the geographic distributions we make by projecting them. Promising avenues include comparing models’ ability to estimate known physiological limits [17,104–106] and the generation of unimodal response curves that match theoretical expectations [103,107,108].

Niche estimation has largely proceeded by assuming that neither anything above nor anything below the species level is relevant to understanding species’ relationships with the environment. Each of the strategies we review here offers potential in addressing this shortcoming. Phylogenetically informed partial pooling holds substantial yet unrealized promise, but we anticipate that all of these methods will remain useful tools if outstanding issues can be addressed (see Outstanding Questions). Looking forward, we anticipate the development of flexible modeling frameworks that account for hierarchical evolutionary relationships above and below the species level, variable rates of niche evolution, and possibly uncertainty in lineage membership and the phylogeny itself.
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Outstanding Questions
How should lumped and split models be post-processed to obtain predictions at the appropriate level (usually species or populations) for stakeholders?

At what phylogenetic scale is phylegetic level (i.e., corresponding roughly to genus, family, etc.) no longer informative about species-level niches?

Rare taxa can ‘borrow strength’ from common taxa in partial pooled frameworks, allowing the modeling of taxa that would erstwhile have too few presences for modeling in ‘single-taxon’ frameworks. However, the degree to which rare taxa truly conform to the responses of common species remains an open question. Ergo, do these methods mis-specify the niches of rare taxa and thereby risk mis-representing their vulnerability to anticipated global change?

Niches could be more or less similar than expected by chance, but splitting or lumping, respectively, might still yield better niche estimates. How do we avoid conflating allopatry with dissimilarity in environmental tolerances?

Do phylogenetically informed partial pooling methods perform better than other methods when extrapolating to non-analog climates?

How can we perform model selection for lumping/splitting/pooling applied to the same set of lineages while controlling for confounding factors that vary according to the strategy employed (e. g., sample size, study region extent, range size)?

How do niches scale along phylogenetic hierarchies? Are constraints fundamentally imposed at certain levels and do lineages below that level adaptively ‘wander’ within those constraints?

How can we capture niche similarities and differences arising simultaneously from stabilizing selection and diversifying selection operating at different phylogenetic levels?
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